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James Simpson Available online at www. ESOL students, adult migrants to the English-dominant West, are
positioned by policy and by their institutions primarily as potential employees and as test-takers. The paper
considers ways in which ESOL students negotiate and perhaps resist the identity positions offered to them in
policy and institutional discourse. I adopt a broadly constructivist approach to identity in narrative in my
analysis of interaction in one ESOL lesson. The analysis advances a current theme in research into the
language learning of minority language adults in migration contexts: Introduction Adult migrants to
English-dominant countries want and need to learn English for all sorts of reasons: Whatever their chosen
approach, ESOL teachers are working in contexts in which the policy and institutional understandings of
ESOL are increasingly narrow. This branch of English language teaching and learning is largely viewed by
policy makers worldwide as being in service to the economy. In contemporary ESOL in England over the past
decade or so, students have also become subject to excesses of the bureaucratisation of practice, in particular
to a rigid qualifications framework. In combination, ESOL students are positioned in policy and institutional
discourse, if not by teachers and students themselves, in a limited, deficit way as potential employees and as
test-takers. I then survey the key themes of narrative and identity construction, of opening up discursive space
in ESOL classrooms, and of bringing the outside in. Against this background, I examine in depth a classroom
episode where the teacher has set up the conditions for the emergence of personal narratives. My analysis
begins by describing the shift between the talk related to teacher- sanctioned classroom activity on the one
hand, and, on the other, the talk that ensues when a space opens up in the ongoing interaction. The subsequent
analysis of a stretch of interactive narrative talk is an investigation of how one student claims interactional
space to tell her stories. The analysis therefore takes two directions: However Skills for Life also entailed: As
a result of these policy initiatives, in the past few years ESOL has come to be dominated by three agendas:
Moreover the Further Education sector, where most ESOL provision is situated, operates with a funding
regime which requires that most provision leads to qualifications. Hence, funding drives practice, as
institutions are under pressure to ensure students â€” including ESOL students at all levels â€” both take and
pass exams: ESOL teachers are obliged to comply with an institutional concern with examinations, and have
to go to great lengths to teach creatively while still working within the constraints of exam preparation. For
example, part of the speaking test that the students in the class in this paper are preparing to undergo involves
giving a 2-min presentation: This is not only the case in the English-dominant West: In Eng- land a series of
policy statements and initiatives have strengthened this link. Everyone who works in this country should be
able to communicate effectively in English. Migrant workers make 12 J. Rammell, With ESOL students
positioned as migrant workers needing English to contribute to the economy, ESOL depart- ments in colleges
are increasingly expected to provide work-related courses and to cooperate with local employers. The
incorporation of adult education into the Department for Business Innovation and Skills DBIS in further
entrenched the position of ESOL in policy and at institutional level as a skill in the ser- vice of employability.
The third dominant agenda in contemporary adult ESOL relates to citizenship testing. Since the notion of
social cohesion has become central to Government policy, and the connections between language, ethnicity,
immigration and security have been strengthened both discursively and in law. The ESOL sector has been part
of this agenda from the start, and at no point more clearly than with the introduction of the Life in the UK
language and citizenship test in The justification for language and citizenship testing is that new citizens are
entitled to participate in society with a full set of rights and obligations which they will only be able to access
by learning English and gaining knowledge of British laws, culture and political systems Kiwan, These
classes are over- subscribed, partly because they represent an alternative route to citizenship, and since to
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permanent residence, and partly because repeated funding crises makes finding a place on any lower level
ESOL course an enormous hurdle. The implication for pedagogy of a funding regime tied to achievement of
qualifications is that what counts as knowledge, what is legitimised at policy and institutional level, becomes
limited to that which is relevant for passing exams. In the same way, a dominant understanding of ESOL as a
skill in service to employability presents a narrow set of identity options. Narrative and opportunities for
learning In a three-year study of teaching and learning in 40 adult ESOL classrooms, Baynham et al. This
finding is reinforced in other related work in adult ESOL that demonstrates how encour- aging students to
claim control of classroom discourse gives them an opportunity to generate language themselves and produce
more fluent and extended turns in talk. In a recent paper, Roberts and Cooke show how an ESOL teacher in a
classroom in London affords a student the interactional space in the ongoing classroom dis- course to tell the
story she brings into class with her. In this case, in a similar way to my own example below, the teacher opens
up possibilities for the telling, rather than closing them down, with her supportive use of ques- tioning.
Likewise, Baynham describes examples of student agency which themselves provoke contingent responses
from teachers. Yet rather than unwelcome intrusions of the outside into the protected J. It is not enough to
provide input for language learning to take place; pro- ducing language output is also essential Swain, , The
issue of beneficial student talk is similarly addressed, though with an explicit focus on identity, by Richards
In such instances, if the student is allowed to take control of the discourse rather than having the opportunity
forestalled there is potential for language learning. Narrative and identity in ESOL classrooms
Student-generated talk in the form of narrative is a linguistic resource which students can draw upon to
construct presentations of the self Baynham, The narrative in the talk I describe below arises in classroom
interaction. It is a stretch of talk involving me the researcher and one student in the class. It has the hallmarks
of an autobiographical narrative, a life history told to a willing listener. In short, in any analysis of
narrative-in-interaction, context must be accounted for. This contention is open to critique: Nonetheless my
own interest remains how people use narratives in interaction to construct, or perhaps further develop and
extend, a sense of who they are. ESOL classrooms are sites of multilingual engagement and are also very
important sites where identity work is done. I suggest that ESOL students should be afforded opportunities to
negotiate identity positions from which they can claim a rich range of identities. If so enabled, they might
present a challenge to the limited set of identities imposed upon them by policy and institutionally: Hence the
questions addressed in the analysis below: And if ESOL students are positioned in a restrictive way by the
dominant discourses of employability and skills, then how might bringing the outside in, in the form of
narratives relating to wider concerns, work to counter and resist this positioning? Opening up discursive space
and bringing the outside in So what might bringing the outside in look like? Baynham , however, argues for
the incorporation of outside world concerns in classroom interaction. In situations where discursive space is
claimed by students, agency and contingency are: In the analysis below, I argue that by claiming discursive
space, ESOL students afford the incorporation of narrative talk about their current and earlier lives, as well as
urgent ongoing concerns, into unfolding classroom discourse. I therefore suggest that an examination of
emergent discursive spaces in ongoing classroom talk affords a lens on the bringing in of identities in
interaction. The following analysis extends earlier work into ESOL student agency by applying a fine-grained
multiple-perspective analysis of identity construction to an examination of the range of identity options open
to one student, Luisa, during the narrative event. This approach to identity-in-interaction allows me to explore
the ways in which she negotiates identity options in ongoing talk. The overarching research question for this
project is: Thus my role in the lessons was to watch what happened, to make notes and recordings, and to talk
to students about their ongoing classroom activities. At the point when this interaction occurred, I was
carrying out my fourth lesson observation of her class. Students and their teacher were by now comfortable
with my presence, and were used to my observation technique of alternating note-taking with more active
participation. The focal episode shows how the classroom activities and efforts of the teacher provide the
conditions for the emergence of a space wherein Luisa can claim agency, and where her narrative voice can be
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heard. The students in this class are preparing for a speaking exam in which they have to describe a process
that involves sequencing. In addition to this strategic compliance with the institutional and policy-driven
demands of the exam he is concerned that the activity should engage the interest of students: As this is
unlikely to be a topic in current ESOL exams, we might view this as an instance of teacher agency. Later, after
the episode I describe below, they are required to re-tell their story in a whole-class plenary session thus
providing practice in the exact exam task. The teacher and Luisa are talking together about the story she has
found by doing a key word search on the Internet, a story from Brazil. They are sitting at her computer and
looking at the screen, which shows the story. The text on the screen reads as follows: According to legend, at
the beginning of time there were so many birds in the sky that their wings prevented the daylight from being
seen. It was always night and the people were forced to live in fear of attack from wild animals. Tired of the
darkness, two Mamaiuran heroes, Iae and his brother Kuat, decided to force the king of the birds, Urubutsin, to
give back some of the daylight. The two brothers hid themselves inside a dead animal and waited until the
birds approached. Unable to get away, Urubutsin was forced to make an agreement with the two brothers. The
birds would share daylight with the Mamaiurans, and day would alternate with night. Kuat represented the Sun
and Iae represented the Moon. My opening comment highlighted in extract 1 below explicitly invites Luisa to
tell the story she has found. Here, we are firmly in a frame of authorised classroom talk, where Luisa is
retelling the story to another person, as per the written instructions. She goes on to tell the rest of the story,
sometimes paraphrasing using her own words, and sometimes reading a little text from the screen. Luisa has
told me her story and now we are talking about the topic. The key part of the interaction comes a little later, as
I ask Luisa who told her stories when she was a child extract 3. Her response yeah my mum is followed by a
pause, and in the rest of the turn her voice quality changes noticeably the pitch falls; she becomes quieter. And
the frame shifts: She has negotiated in interaction the space to do this: She is a little hesitant to begin with: But
quite soon, as we see below, themes that are later fleshed out in her narrative talk begin to emerge: In other
discussions and interviews with Luisa, she explains that her husband who, like her father, is Angolan moved to
the UK from Brazil to study, and Luisa joined him there soon after. He claimed asylum in the UK, contending
that he and his relatives were open to persecution in Angola because of their involvement in opposition
politics. He is now studying for a Masters degree in international relations, and wants ultimately to return to
Angola. Luisa herself is currently in the process of applying for British citizenship; she has three children,
aged eight months, three years and ten years, the oldest of whom is settled in the local primary school. As I
suggested earlier, this implies an approach to narrative analysis which centres on the construction of
identity-in-interaction. Bamberg and Georgakopoulou outline a nuanced approach to the analysis of identity in
narrative, which I adopt here. This approach to allows the analyst to tease out a range of aspects of positioning
at play during the event. The second level analyses how the speakers position themselves within the
interactive situation.
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2: Telling Tales about Jesus: An Introduction to the New Testament Gospels | Fortress Press
This paper is about narrative and identity in classes of English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL). ESOL
students, adult migrants to the English-dominant West, are positioned by policy and by.

This book is a resource for teachers. It contains 28 exercises and planned activities that can be used to teach
about culture, ethnicity, and diversity. I use the term teacher broadly here. Trainers involved in programs to
prepare businesspeople for overseas assignments, supervisors who need to prepare health service providers to
deal with varied client populations, and workshop leaders whose charge is to enhance productivity and
understanding in the increasingly diverse workplace will all find the contents of this book applicable to their
audiences. In addition to being a source of exercises, this book also provides summaries of a variety of
research-based concepts that are key to understanding the influences that culture, ethnicity, and diversity have
on human thinking, feeling, and behavior. Each chapter begins with a brief essay presenting the main concepts
that are illustrated or emphasized in the exercise. The essays provide a solid, literature-based grounding for the
exercises. These concept summaries will be useful for teachers either as a refresher or an introduction to the
concepts. The concept summaries cite appropriate research literature, [Page x]and a reference section that can
be used by both teachers and students who wish to pursue their study of particular areas is provided. Some
teachers may want to use this book as a student workbook, assigning the concept sections and then working
through the exercises. Others may wish to tie the exercises to concepts covered in texts or lectures. In either
case, the concept summaries provide an undeniable academic substance to the exercises. Therefore, teachers
who wish to focus on content rather than personal growth will find these exercises of value, although many
will find their students experience personal growth as well see Monges, Chapter 1 , for an exercise that will
help to clarify the values of teaching a multicultural course. Active learning is a peda-gogically sound teaching
method in any course. It can a increase student interest in the material, b make the material more meaningful, c
allow students to refine and elaborate their understanding of the material, and d provide opportunities to relate
the material to broader contextualized settings. Svinicki argues that, based on cognitive theory, each of these
aspects of the learning process increases the actual learning that takes place. In courses that deal with culture,
ethnicity, or diversity, exercises may be essential. Many students in these courses have had little contact with
members of other cultures and therefore do not have an existing cognitive framework into which the relevant
material can be placed Brislin, In Chapter 2 , Casmir provides further rationale for the use of experiential
learning in regard to culture and intercultural interactions. Exercises, then, can provide the experientially based
cognitive structure necessary to successfully integrate new material. As mentioned above, each of the
exercises presented here has roots in the academic literature. Teachers can be very clear with themselves, and
others such as chairs and deans , what the pedagogical objectives of the exercise are. They may also assess,
through testing and assignments, the learning outcomes of the exercises because the concepts are delineated at
the outset. Although no experimental studies have assessed the efficacy of the exercises presented here, there
is every reason to believe that they are as, or more, effective teaching tools than a conventional lecture alone.
Structure and Content of the Book Although there is a wide variety of topics covered in the book, it is roughly
divided into four parts. I will not detail each chapter here but rather provide an overview of each part with
some selected examples. It should be noted that each chapter follows the same format. As mentioned above, at
the beginning [Page xi]a concept or concepts are introduced and summarized in a brief essay. Next, the time
and materials required are specified. Then, instructions for conducting the exercise are given and possible
variations are delineated. Following these, suggestions for discussion are presented and a list of references and
further reading is provided. Finally, where appropriate, material to be handed out to students is included at the
end of the chapter. The similarity in structure and inclusion of materials is intended to make this book
extremely easy to use. Still, each teacher will need to look over the contents of the chapters in deciding what
may be appropriate for his or her class. These exercises vary in their focus from ethnography Kluver, Chapter
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4 to time Levine, Chapter 5. This section also contains an exercise Seymour, Chapter 6 that focuses on
disability and the perspective that comes from being in a wheelchair. Chapter 9 Singelis and Brislin relates the
individualism-collectivism dimension to the allocation of resources. In Chapter 11 , Smith provides an
excellent method for combining video presentation with a structure that ensures students will be attentive to
the processes of acculturation. A key process in successful intercultural interactions, attribution, is the center
of Chapter 12 Shwayder and Bhawuk. Identity, stereotypes, and person perception are central to the exercises
presented in Part III. Yamada Chapter 17 provides an exercise, based on a measurement instrument, to aid
students in assessing their own level of ethnic identification, and Yeh Chapter 20 focuses on the development
of identity. Both chapters will be especially useful in heterogeneous groups. Exercises on stereotypes Goto
and Abe-Kim, Chapter 18 and accuracy of person perception Cissna, Chapter 21 are also included in this part.
Part IV might be described as exercises that highlight the cultural construction of reality. Renfro and Hardwick
Chapter 24 use maps to demonstrate the influence of personal and cultural experience on our perception of the
world. Religious beliefs Brown and Fraser, Chapter 26 and emotions Simmons, Chapter 28 are also central
features of exercises in this part. Choosing Exercises In selecting exercises, one must be cognizant of several
factors. Certainly time and content are important considerations. The concepts central to an exercise should
also be important aspects of the course or training being done. Perhaps more important than the exercise itself
is the discussion that follows or accompanies it. If sufficient time to process and discuss an exercise is not
used, its effectiveness may be diminished or lost entirely. Please do not rush through these exercises. They are
rich in content [Page xii]and opportunity. Often the reactions and observations of the participants are better
sources of insight and understanding than any lecture or text. Finally, use only those exercises with which you
feel comfortable. Although none of the exercises presented here is especially evocative, any exercise may
bring up varying levels of self-disclosure and emotion in both yourself and your students. Depending on your
willingness to deal with emotions, your relationship with the students, and the students themselves, you may
decide that a particular exercise is not appropriate. Nonetheless, I am confident that all teachers will find a
number of useful and interesting exercises in the pages that follow. Introducing active exercises in the college
classroom for intercultural and cross-cultural courses. Modules for cross-cultural training programs Vol.
Practical implications of cognitive theories. New Directions for Teaching and Learning, 45, 27â€” She did her
undergraduate work at Wheaton College in Illinois and her graduate work in clinical psychology at University
of California, Los Angeles. Her research interests include mental health service delivery to ethnic minorities in
managed care contexts and the assessment and measurement of cultural variables for Asian Americans. She
resides in Los Angeles with her husband and twin daughters. Ady received his Ph. He teaches and researches
in the two areas. Specific interests are intercultural conflict management, cross-cultural negotiation, and
sojourner adjustment. He has traveled extensively in Asia and has numerous professional interests in Japan.
He received his Ph. His research interests [Page ]include cross-cultural training, intercultural sensitivity,
diversity in the workplace, individualism and collectivism, quality and culture, culture and cognition, and
political behavior in the workplace. Brislin is Director of the Ph. He directs a yearly program for university
professors planning to introduce cross-cultural studies into their courses. He is the developer of materials used
in cross-cultural training programs e. A Practical Guide 2nd ed. He has coedited two volumes, for Sage, of
modules for training and educational programs: Modules for Cross-Cultural Training Programs. He is
frequently asked to give workshops for American and Asian managers working on international assignments,
and the training materials he has prepared are widely used in various international organizations. He has
worked in numerous international settings and lived in Hong Kong, the Pacific Islands, and Canada for over
12 years. His research interests include the international and intercultural dimensions of social influence and
the use of entertainment-education media to promote prosocial values, beliefs, and behavior. Aaron Castelan
Cargile Ph. He maintains a research interest in all forms of both intercultural and intergroup communication,
and he is focused particularly on the role of accented speech in such interactions. His recent publications have
appeared in Communication Yearbook 19 and Intercultural Communication Theory. Casmir has taught for 41
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years at Pepperdine University and was among the earliest pioneers in the field of intercultural and
international communication in the United States. He has taught courses in intercultural [Page ]and
international communication, as well as a media worldwide course. He has developed both the intercultural
studies minor and major, for which he serves as Coordinator, at Pepperdine University. He has lectured,
consulted, and held various teaching positions on five continents, and he has had some of his work published
on five continents. His main research and theory-building concerns center around
communication-process-oriented third-culture building, communication-theory building, and the cultural
impact of mass media. He recently edited Ethics in Intercultural and International Communication, to be
published in He teaches undergraduate and graduate courses in interpersonal communication, group
communication, and dialogue. His recent research has focused on human dialogue, especially on the
implications of the public conversation between philosopher Martin Buber and psychotherapist Carl Rogers.
Clemons earned his undergraduate degree in business administration from the University of Texas and worked
for several years in banking and finance before making a career change. He has worked in the counseling
arena in various capacities since , when he began training as a chemical dependency counselor. His current
research interests include the application of postmodern theoretical ideas to psychotherapy, qualitative
research methods, and the effectiveness of solution-focused therapy modalities. A regular speaker at numerous
Department of Defense organizations and consultant to U. He directed the only cross-cultural communications
course in DOD for nearly a decade. She has consulted to faculty and staff at many colleges and universities
about curricular transformation and inclusive pedagogy. As Coordinator for Diversity Awareness at the Center
for the Improvement of Teaching at UMB, she has been very involved in faculty development related to
working effectively with diverse students. She is a white Anglo-Saxon former Protestant on a lifelong quest to
overcome the limitations of a privileged upbringing in a white suburb.
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3: Special Projects | WISCOMP
The paper considers ways in which ESOL students negotiate and perhaps resist the identity positions offered to them in
policy and institutional discourse. I adopt a broadly constructivist approach to identity in narrative in my analysis of
interaction in one ESOL lesson.

The image of Prince Charming and the Fair Maiden as celebrated in fairy tales permeate the arts and literature
of humankind. Almost every culture idolizes warriors and beauties as clearly defined gender identities. The
ancient fables encapsulated and codified gender archetypes arising as oral legends from the mists of time. The
dominant muscular man seeks and saves the young woman whose beauty is rendered in golden hair and skin
as lustrous as a pearl. Fairy tales and myths reflect basic truths, yet much is missing in that narrative and not
all of the aspects of the timeless tales serve us well in contemporary society. Misty Copeland rose above
racial, social and economic barriers to become the first black female principal dancer of the American Ballet
Theater through hard work and remarkable talent. Aspiration, excellence, accomplishment, heroes, and
heroines are admirable. It all has the makings of a classical fairy tale, an inspiring story of how personal merit
triumphs in the end. Archetypes are easily grasped and woefully misleading. The hero or heroine overcomes
all odds to achieve their dream. Hope is at the very center of these fables, but gender roles strictly define who
performs the tasks to achieve the hoped-for objective. Does the warrior have to be male? Does the beauty have
to be female? Will there be a male doll, someday, to celebrate a male dancer? Both men and women dance.
Surely, they provide heroic images for both genders. In their basest forms, fairy tales have become a template
for justifying aggressive male and passive female behaviors. It is a self-perpetuating syndrome, easily
understood and readily marketable. Aggressive men do exist; beautiful women do enchant. These archetypes
have inspired thousands of years of art, literature, cinema, and countless other forms of verbal and visual
images. Is that, however, the whole story? Do the tales render such a limited view of gender? Specifically, the
moral of the tale. Do the tales not also tell of social justice, of goodness triumphing over the baser instincts of
jealousy and lust, of the apparently weak prevailing over the perceived strong? Read the tales more carefully
and other messages arise. Beauty may lead to vanity but is tempered by virtue. The warrior male carrying the
sword of justice and the maiden embodying physical beauty and virtue are still with us and permeate law and
social custom. The Fairy Tale Syndrome of hyper masculinity and hyper femininity persists. Keep the virtues,
dispense with their assignment to specific genders. There are many voices in the old fables. They speak of
inner strength and beauty, of moral courage and ability which may reside in both genders. He recounts the life
of the Victorian actor Thomas E. Acquitted, Bolton went on to play with gender roles in numerous stage
identities ranging from dim suburban boys to glamorous drag queens displaying multiple forms of sexual
orientation. Taking the time-honored place of men dressing as women on stage from ancient Greek theater,
Bolton used history and fantasy to question gender identities and triumphed as a popular star. History and fairy
tales teach us a critical lesson: Heroes and Heroines do exist. Their gender need not be defined.
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4: PDF Telling Tales Free Download | Download PDF Journalist Esdebout
This paper considers how they might negotiate and perhaps resist the identity positions offered to them by policy and by
their institutions by 'bringing the outside in', by claiming discursive space to introduce into classroom discourse their life
story narratives.

What was your inspiration behind writing this book? What do you hope it accomplishes for students? What do
you want the book to accomplish in New Testament studies? I think Gospels can be hard texts to read well. Or
they can be frustrating reading. So how to read them in a way that respects them, that begins to engage their
complexity and depth? My hope is that this book will help students encounter some of this richness and depth,
some of their life-giving vision as well as some of their disturbing content. Can you briefly describe the
unique organization of your book, and explain how this sets Telling Tales about Jesus apart from other
introductory studies of the gospels? Much of the book is organized by pairs of chapters. What sort of literature
are we reading when we read Gospels, and how did they come into existence? I engage the genre question
first, and then with the help of two models, think about the circulation of stories and teachings of Jesus in the
time period between the death of Jesus around 30 CE and the appearance of the first gospel around 70 CE.
Then the rest of the book devotes two chapters to each of the canonical Gospels. The first of the two chapters
outlines the tale of Jesus each Gospel tells. And the second of the two chapters takes up an interesting aspect
of reading a Gospel: In this way, students experience different critical approaches and see the questions they
ask and the insights they produce. In this way, students encounter something of the depth and richness of the
Gospels. Would you describe how that perspective plays a part in this book? What do you see as the future of
empire studies? Empire studies or imperial-critical approaches recognize that Gospels emerge as texts from
the world of Roman power. The main character of their tales is one who was put to death by Roman and
provincial allies as a threat to their world. So I want to highlight how the Gospels participate in and replicate
the structures of this Roman world. So the Jerusalem leaders scribes, priests, Pharisees, etc. They are the rulers
of Judea, the ruling elite, in power as allies with the Romans in maintaining an elite-benefitting world. They
are acts that repair imperial damage. So one of the things I am attending to in the book is showing how these
tales about Jesus are shaped by and engage this imperial world, sometimes imitating it, sometimes resisting it,
and how they position Jesus within it. I think such an approach has much benefit for us to consider, posing as
it does questions about how we live in a world that continues to wrestle with past and present competing
assertions of imperial power in all sorts of forms. What advice would you offer to new students as they
encounter the Gospels for themselves? How do critical approaches to reading the Gospels fit this advice? My
exhortation to new students is to be patient in learning to read well. This book will help them as they see
different critical approaches in use and some of the insights and questions that the approaches produce. What
do you find most fulfilling about the study of the Gospels? What I find most fulfilling is an honest engagement
with the Gospels. On one hand, these are texts that have had incredible influence on the lives of millions of
people, particularly within churches but also on the larger society. And for many this influence has been
life-giving and profoundly beneficial as people have sought to live lives in relation to God and other human
beings. Yet, on the other hand, not all of this influence has been positive by any means. And often readers
have read with too much consent and not enough questions or dissent. So unthoughtful readings of the Gospels
have resulted in terrible anti-Jewish attitudes and actions, shameful treatment of women, the use of coercive
and intolerant power, disdain for other religious traditions, and judgment on those who are different. Our
global village requires a different reading strategy, one that embraces the very best of a Gospel-shaped
distinctive identity, yet one that lovingly engages all sorts of difference and diversity in our world. Bringing
together careful exegesis, crisp writing, and a keen ability to illuminate the imperial, theological, and historical
contexts of the early followers of Jesus, Carter introduces students not just to the Gospel texts but to the
vibrant contexts from which they emerged. It prepares students to think deeply about the pressing questions
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that might drive communities today to turn to these ancient texts for inspiration and solace, guidance and
hope. In the end, Carter makes a critical move through and beyond the typical content of introductions: He
further invites students to imagine the living communities that first read the Gospel. In doing so, he invites
those same students to see both the vibrancy of these ancient texts as well as the contemporary communities
that still turn to them. Particularly helpful is his insightful consideration of the sociocultural and historical
setting of the Roman Empire throughout the book and in relation to each Gospel individually. Miller Belmont
University There is something so fresh in this clear introduction to the Gospels. Carter explores the human
context of these tales, from the living conditions in first-century Rome to the complex negotiations of faith,
politics, and community in the wake of the catastrophic loss of Jerusalem in 70 CE. With ample illustrations
from texts and archaeology, he surfaces the political concerns and existential questions that Jesus was
perceived to answer, prompting contemporary readers to consider the relevance of these ancient tales to our
own pressing issues, from social inequality to interreligious tension and ecological threat. Judiciously chosen
topics frame the separate Gospel treatments, and user-friendly features like sidebars, images, reflection
questions, and a glossary make this an excellent and reliable resource for beginning Gospel courses.
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5: Content Collection
Telling Tales as Oral Performance: A Cross-Cultural Comparison of Storytelling in Ireland, Scotland and Southern
Appalachia A thesis.

Boot on the Wrong Foot? This tale is based on a true story told to Will by a friend [Tessa] who is an nursery
schoolteacher in Drayton near Portsmouth; names have been changed to protect the guilty. Marlon asked the
teacher to help him get his shoes on at the end of a busy day. After quite a struggle with the shoes, which were
a little tight, Tessa finally got them on. She realises that he is right; they are on the wrong feet. Staying calm
she and swaps them over for him. She then kneels down again and helps him pull the shoes off. She helps him
back into his shoes. She gets him into his coat and wraps his scarf round his neck. There are laws that protect
their status, they are allowed time to train and perform their duties, and they can close an unsafe school! If you
are interested in doing this please contact the regional centre. The race of people known as Malays come from
which country? What was Sir Walter Raleigh famous for? He is a noted figure in history because he invented
cigarettes and started a craze for bicycles. Explain the phrase "Free press". When your mother irons trousers
for you. What is a vibration? There are good vibrations and bad vibrations. Good vibrations were discovered
in the s. Give a reason why people would want to live near a power lines? To get electricity faster. What is the
meaning of "Varicose" Answer:
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6: The Fairy Tale Syndrome: Gender and Cultural Identity in Old Fables - Mass Humanities
A leading South Asian think tank, Women in Security, Conflict Management Peace has, since was founded in , sought to
ensure that women are part of decision-making processes, particularly those intended to resolve conflict situations.

Faculty had the chance to hear what Pitt students have to say about these important topics, and to reflect on
what it means for their teaching practice. Each workshop featured a faculty facilitator and a panel of Pitt
students. Blee presented a protocol developed by the Dietrich School Diversity Committee to mitigate the
effect of implicit bias in faculty recruiting and graduate student admissions. The workshop was led by Dr.
View a video recording of her workshop here. In our faculty roles as teachers, researchers, and academic
leaders, it is critical to understand our biases, identify how these biases affect our judgments and decision
making, and develop strategies to overcome our biases. In this workshop participants reviewed the research on
bias, identified how bias can creep into our judgments and decision making, and developed strategies for
overcoming bias. Thompson is a certified trainer on unconscious bias and in leading this workshop used
examples and exercises in a very interactive format. Participants viewed a faculty recruiting scene, interacted
with the actors, and participated in a facilitated discussion about implicit bias. Questions explored in this
workshop included: Engaging Alumni and Potential Donors, Making an Ask, Stewardship" Thursday, April 6,
[Please be advised that the April 6 session has been postponed and will be rescheduled for Fall ] In this
interactive session we will focus on three core skills in fundraising: Attendees will learn to think strategically
about the process of fundraising from initial contact with potential donors to follow up with donors. The focus
will be on take-aways that can be applied immediately. Many people do, and for different reasonsâ€”perhaps
to avoid the uncomfortable feelings that arise when discussing a conflict. You might be trying to protect a
relationship you value. In this engaging and interactive session, attendees were provided with practical tools
and techniques for enhancing your confidence and effectiveness in tackling challenging or uncomfortable
discussions. This session prepared attendees with their own personal examples of a challenging discussion
they needed to haveâ€”the facilitators helped attendees explore ways to improve theirr outcomes. But
organizing and leading change is hard. In this workshop, we discuss a strategic approach to change
management. The workshop integrated practical examples and best practices with the latest knowledge in
human behavior, network dynamics, communication, and process management. Attendees left with greater
insight and a practical toolkit for managing change. Katz Graduate School of Business. View a video
recording of his workshop here. Alice has more than 25 years of experience in the field of Human Resources,
and she is currently an independent consultant focused on the areas of leadership, organizational development,
strategic planning and executive assessment and coaching. We offered this workshop a second time this year
because of the extremely strong positive response to the first offering and multiple requests for another time
for this important session. The panelists shared their experiences on initiating, developing, and growing
successful mentoring partnerships. The panel was moderated by Colleen O. Colleen is nationally recognized
for her outstanding work in championing mentoring in the Western Pennsylvania region and beyond. Panelists
featured women from across Pitt, including Dr.
7: Funny Teacher stories. Out of the mouths of babes - Funny JokesFunny Jokes
Further, a significant ethnic identity X stress interaction was found for somatic problems showing that youth high in
ethnic identity exploration reported more somatic problems in the face of high.

8: SAGE Books - Teaching about Culture, Ethnicity, & Diversity: Exercises and Planned Activities
Yet perceptions of what, where and who is deemed 'progressive' and 'backwards' with regard to sexuality and religion
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need to be met with caution, where the 'university experience' can shape and shake sexual-religious identity.

9: Classroom Icebreakers - Icebreakers, Icebreaker Ideas, Games, Activities!
Carter's Telling Tales about Jesus is a gift to teachers of the New Testament and the Gospels "Carter's Telling Tales
about Jesus is a gift to teachers of the New Testament and the Gospels in particular.
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